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WILDLIFE GARDENING  
FORUM NEWSLETTER  
MARCH 2013 
 

FOREWORD:  Steve Head   Forum Coordinator 

Regular newsletter readers will immediately notice a change in the appearance of this 
newsletter from those before.  As part of the Forum’s Development Project, newsletters are 
being created by a small team of volunteers, giving me more time to lie in bed get on with 
other work.  This edition was compiled and written by Anna Parry  of the London Borough of 
Sutton Biodiversity team, and she has produced an excellent product.  The next newsletter 
will be compiled by Dr Catherine Burton of the Surrey Biodiversity Information Centre.  You 
can send your news stories (including articles you have read in the media or found on the 
web) directly to CATHERINE.BURTON@SURREYWT.ORG.UK  or to me at WLGF@STEPHENMHEAD.COM. 
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FORUM DEVELOPMENT UPDATE 
Author: Steve Head 

The Forum’s plans to become more influential and sustainable are proceeding well - and this 
newsletter marks one improvement.  Since the project started at the beginning of the year, 
we have had a Trustee Board meeting and meetings of the Human Health and Wellbeing 
Group and the Research Group, with the Education and Training and Planning and 
Development group expected soon.  The working  groups are scoping the issues within their 
remit, planning future projects for funding, and will be helping write sections for the website. I 
have been working on the website, and the framework is now complete.  I will be contacting 
innocent victims shortly to help create the content and find photographs.  We will have a 
“hidden” development version on the web shortly for you to comment on, and will start 
planning a launch event later in the year. 

We will be updating the Forum’s Manifesto soon, and then can begin the process of 
requesting sign-ups from the 225 organisations represented among our members, and 
making overseas contacts.  We will be joining Wildlife and Countryside Link, and this - with 
the sign-ups, will help us increase our credibility and influence in policy matters.  Another 
“boring but important” action will be updating our constitution to the new Charitable 
Incorporated Organisation status which will give us registered charity status.  Although we 
are too small to have to have our accounts scrutinised, we would like this to happen as a 
matter of best practice.  So if any of you know someone (or are someone) qual ified to 
inspect our annual accounts pro bono please get in touch with me.  It will be a very 
simple job with only a small number of transactions. 

Many of you signed up to help with our development project work, and please forgive me if I 
haven’t contacted you yet.  I will! - but have so far been busy getting on with core work in 
preparation. 

The programme is complete for the next conference on June 25th at the Natural History 
Museum, themed on wildlife in food producing gardens, and invitations will soon be going 
out.  This conference is being organised by Jan Miller, Helen Bostock and Caroline Ware, 
and will include our first international speaker.  Ambra Burls is now planning a conference on 
Human Health and Wellbeing to be held in November, probably at the University Hospital 
conference facilty in Coventry, where we will see innovative use of NHS grounds.  We hope 
to organise a specialist workshop to develop our plans on the Human Health front next year 
in Snowdonia.  

Meanwhile have a good Easter break, hopefully with enough warmth in the garden to see 
some sort of wildlife. 
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COTONEASTER - FRIEND OR FOE?  
Author: Maureen Rainey  Kent Wildlife Trust 

 

Our Wild About Gardens team generated quite a debate following an article in the last 
edition about favourite garden plants.  In particular, we thank Ade Jupp for drawing attention 
to the fact that Cotoneaster horizontalis has recently been added to the list of “invasive” 
plants under the Wildlife & Countryside Act. 

This prompted me to carry out further research in to effects these garden escapees are 
having in our own county of Kent. As space is limited, I will concentrate on Cotoneaster 
horizontalis, which is a member of the Rosaceae family.  It grows wild in Western China, 
where it is able to colonise slopes in dry mountain areas. It was introduced in to the UK in 
1879 & soon became popular with gardeners because of its low maintenance qualities, 
together with its attractive foliage & berries. Over the years it has received various merit 
awards from the Royal Horticultural Society. More recently it has been recommended in 
Wildlife Gardening books because its flowers provide nectar in the spring and the birds 
rapidly consume the autumn berries.  

It is the spread of Cotoneaster seed by the actions of birds which is creating problems in the 
wild. Kent is particularly affected because we have chalk which is similar to the plant’s 
natural habitat. For example: Culand Pits, a SSSI where the above image was taken by 
reserve volunteer Dave Watson. Once established Cotoneaster horizontalis spreads rapidly, 
smothering other vegetation and poses a real threat to biodiversity. Sadly, the only economic 
way of preventing this is to use pesticides.     

 

Cotoneaster horizontalis in the garden (left) and invading a greenspace (ri ght) 
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Roadside nature reserves are also affected. Project Officer Gill Tysoe reports that on at least 
five of them, her team of volunteers are in a constant battle with Cotoneaster which is rapidly 
displacing native chalk grassland species.                                                                                                              

So how should Gardeners deal with this conundrum?  We certainly don’t want to advocate 
large scale removal as this could have an immediate detrimental effect upon our insects and 
birds. Neither do we want to turn the clock back twenty years and demand the use of only 
native plants.   Many non natives have proven wildlife benefits and according to the RHS, 
only 66 out of almost 2000 non native plants introduced to the UK, are considered to be 
invasive.  

 As a compromise, perhaps gardeners 
could consider alternatives when planting 
new areas or revamping parts of their 
gardens. I spoke to several experienced 
Horticulturalists including Judith Hathrill, 
previous winner of the “Best Urban Wildlife 
Garden”. They suggested a variety of 
native and non-native replacements, the 
most popular being  Pyracantha which in 
addition to providing nectar and fruit, 
makes excellent shelter for nest building. 
Although it comes from the same plant 
Family as Cotoneaster, it has not 
developed an invasive habit. 

 

FLOWERS GET AN ELECTRIFYING BUZZ OUT OF BEE 
VISITORS  
This piece is an abridged version of the article by Douglas Heaven in New Scientist 21st 
February 20131 
 
Foraging insects use a variety of senses to detect food, including colour, shape, pattern and 
volatiles, and now a new study2 has revealed a shocking new addition; electrical charge. 

As they fly through the air, bees – like all insects – acquire a positive electric charge. 
Flowers, on the other hand, are grounded and so have a negative charge. Daniel Robert at 
the University of Bristol, UK, and colleagues set out to investigate whether bumblebees 
(Bombus terrestris) were able to make use of these signals. 

                                                
1 HTTP://WWW.NEWSCIENTIST.COM/ARTICLE/DN23203-FLOWERS-GET-AN-ELECTRIFYING-BUZZ-OUT-OF-VISITING-BEES.HTML  
2 Journal reference: Science, DOI: 10.1126/science.1230883 
 

Tell us what you think: email MAUREEN.RAINEY@KENTWILDLIFE.ORG.UK or write to me at Tyland 
Barn. We are looking in to setting up a Kent Wildlife Gardening Forum with quarterly meetings to 

discuss matters such as the above, would you be interested in attending? 

Common Blue on Cotoneaster horizontalis 
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The team created a set of artificial flowers, using sucrose as a source of food and quinine as 
a control, and found that the bees visited at random. However, when a 30 volt field – typical 
for a 30-centimetre-tall flower – was applied to the sucrose flowers the bees could detect the 
field from a few centimetres away and visited the charged flowers 81 per cent of the time. 
The bees reverted to random behaviour when the electricity was switched off. 

Next, his team looked at whether the bees were influenced by the shape of a flower's electric 
field, which is determined by the flower's shape. By varying the shape of the field around 
artificial flowers that had the same charge, they showed that bees preferentially visited 
flowers with fields in concentric rings like a bullseye: these were visited 70 per cent of the 
time compared to only 30 per cent for flowers with a solid circular field. 

"Electricity is part of their sensory world," says Robert. When a bee visits a flower it transfers 
some of its positive charge, incrementally changing the flower's field. With repeated visits, 
the charge may alter significantly, which could tell other bees that the nectar supply has 
been diminished. 

The researchers don't know exactly what information is contained in the flowers' electrical 
signals, but they speculate that flowers could evolve different shaped fields in their 
competition to attract pollinators. It is possible that the cue reinforces those provided by 
colour and scent. The team showed, for example, that bees took a shorter time to distinguish 
two very similar shades of green when an electric cue was applied. The next step for the 
team is to find out whether other pollinators – including bats – also use electrical cues. 

Lars Chittka at Queen Mary, University of London, also thinks it is an interesting finding. He 
notes that an electrostatic charge can cause pollen to jump short distances from flower to 
bee, making it easier for the bee to pollinate – another reason bees may favour flowers with 
a charge. 

However, Chittka points out that we cannot yet say with certainty that the bees' ability to 
detect an electric charge is a true sixth sense. It may be that when a bee hovers over a 
flower it simply feels the static charge making its hairs bend, in the same way that hairs on 
our arm bend towards a charged balloon. 

If, however, bees do have a true electrical sense, they will join the ranks of certain fish3 and 
amphibians. They would be the first animal found to detect electrical fields in the air. "It's 
previously only been seen in animals in soggy environments," says Chittka. 

  

                                                
3 http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn16136-electric-fish-prefers-sexual-charge-of-its-own-species.html 
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FSC WILDLIFE GARDEN COURSES 
Author: Shirley Boyle 

If you’re interested in gardening for wildlife, two upcoming courses in Suffolk might make you 
prick up your ears.... The Field Studies Centre at Flatford Mill in beautiful Constable Country 
has teamed up with the RSPB’s head gardener at Flatford Wildlife Garden to present the 
following two courses:  

GARDENING FOR WILDLIFE - A day-course on the 15th April 

HOW TO CREATE A WILDLIFE-FRIENDLY GARDEN - A residential weekend course, running from 
5th – 7th April 

These courses are designed to give you an introduction to the logic behind wildlife 
gardening. Spending time in the RSPB Wildlife Garden, also at Flatford, you’ll be given 
guidance on simple methods of creating habitat, providing natural sources of food, and 
choice of plants, with a view to encouraging a stable, working ecosystem in your garden. We 
will look at the needs of various garden creatures - birds, mammals, bees and butterflies, 
reptiles and amphibians, and how they can be accommodated. We’ll also look at how 
changing the WAY that we garden can reduce our impact on wild creatures, and in many 
cases, actively benefit them. 

GARDEN BIOBLITZ – A JOURNEY INTO THE UNKNOWN! 
Author: Jane Adams @WildlifeStuff 

How do you persuade hundreds of people into their gardens, on one particular weekend of 
the year, to search for wildlife? Then, once you’ve got them outside, how do you convince 
them it would be a great idea to photograph, identify and record everything they see? This 
was the challenge we’d set ourselves. From naturalist Liz Shaw’s original idea, our team of 
wildlife-loving volunteers were making it happen; the Garden Bioblitz was finally becoming a 
reality. 

A Bioblitz is a kind of ‘Time Team’ for wildlife: as many people as possible descend on an 
area and try to find as many species of animal and plant as possible in a 24-hour period. It’s 
a great way to see the sheer diversity of wildlife that can live undetected even in the most 
unlikely places.  The habitat most people know best is also one of the largest in Britain, and 
about the most understudied: their own gardens. Our aim was to bring the two together: to 
help people see just how full of life their gardens were. 

On Saturday 21st July 2012, the first, free, online Garden Bioblitz officially kicked off. This 
trial had a limited number of participants to test out the idea, but around the UK (from 
Scotland to the tip of Cornwall), people dipped nets into ponds, watched birds through 
kitchen windows, crawled over lawns, and generally looked for signs of native flora and 
fauna over a 24-hour period. Encouraged by us to take as many photos as possible, they 
Tweeted with excitement about what they’d found, uploaded hundreds of photos to iSpot for 
identification, and then entered records onto iRecord, our online biological recording system. 
There was a huge accumulated sense of achievement.  
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When we eventually recovered from the weekend we realised that not only had it been great 
fun, but the stats were pretty impressive too:  2231 individual records entered, including 966 
different species from 25 species groups, by just 24 participants.  

Spurred on by the success of last year’s event we’ve decided to do it again. This time it’s 
over the weekend of 1st-2nd June and it’s open to EVERYONE!  Whether you’re a national 
expert or struggle to identify the birds on your feeder, it’s amazing what you can find lurking 
at the back of your flowerbeds (and we’ve assembled a great collection of identifiers and 
resources to help work out what you’ve got!). 

2012’s feedback taught us some valuable lessons, and we’ve made a couple of changes. 
The online recording form is now simpler to use, and we’ve introduced a “Top 20 species to 
find in your garden” information sheet and recording form for beginners.  

Our aim has always been to make the Garden Bioblitz as simple and inclusive as possible. 
All we hope people will do is... 

• Look for wildlife in their garden (or local patch) 
• Learn how to ID some wildlife species 
• Find out how to use an online biological recording system 
• Add to the national biological records database 
• Most importantly.... have fun! 

This year, by popular demand, we’ll also be including a “Blitz List” of some of the species 
you are most likely to find in your garden. So if you are feeling a bit daunted at the thought of 
writing down everything you find, why not start with our Blitz List? We’ll be adding a PDF to 
our website explaining what's in the list, plus we'll be blogging updates on how to spot and 
identify the species. 

Of course, if you fancy looking for more than just the Blitz List species, don’t let us stop you! 
Last year quite a few of you found around 50 species, some of you found over 100 species, 
and Richard "The Expert" Comont found 236 species in his garden. 

If you’d like to take part, or your organisation would like to get involved in this year’s event, 
have a look at our website at www.gardenbioblitz.org. There are also blog posts by last 
year’s participants explaining what it was like to take part, helpful posts on how to start 
preparing your garden for this year’s event and posts on how to ID species you find. You can 
also find us on Twitter @GardenBioblitz or email us at gardenbioblitz@gmail.com with any 
questions or suggestions! 
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HEDGEHOG DECLINE IN UK COMPARABLE TO LOSS OF 
WORLD'S TIGERS 

Hedgehog numbers in Britain are declining by three to five per cent each year in towns and 
in the rural landscape, with the loss most apparent in the South West, South East and 
Eastern regions of England, according to the results of a ten-year trend analysis by the 
People's Trust for Endangered Species (PTES). 

Between 2001 and 2011, records of hedgehogs in the Trust's annual Mammals on Roads 
survey fell by 32 per cent; over a similar period, 2003 to 2012, records of hedgehogs in 
green urban and suburban spaces, documented in the yearly Living with Mammals survey, 
fell by 37 per cent. 

The ten-year analysis of these two surveys further supports evidence highlighted in The 
State of Britain’s Hedgehogs4 (a report in 2011 by PTES and the British Hedgehog 
Preservation Society) that hedgehog numbers in Britain are declining dramatically. The 
trends show a loss as rapid as that of the world's tigers and, in the bird world, would be 
given a ‘red alert’ listing.  

"Continuous monitoring each year is vital to help us build a more complete picture of the 
state of the UK’s wild mammal populations," explains PTES Surveys Officer David 
Wembridge. “Over the last twenty years or so, the world’s tiger population is thought to have 
halved. Although they are very different animals and there are many fewer tigers left in the 
wild, the fact that we are losing hedgehogs in Britain as quickly, should ring alarm bells as 
loudly.” 

In an effort to gather further data about hedgehogs, PTES and BHPS are appealing to 
volunteers to take part in the Hedgehog Hibernation Survey which starts on Friday 1 
February. Now in its second year, this survey is in an attempt to find out more about the 
creature's patterns of behaviour, which in turn will help inform practical conservation action. 

BHPS CEO Fay Vass says: “Last year, more than 2,000 volunteers helped collect the 
biggest dataset on hedgehog hibernation habits ever recorded. What we urgently need is 
more information at the local level to help us better understand the challenges faced by the 
nation’s hedgehogs.” 

 

To join in the Hibernation Survey, 
which starts on 1 February 2013, visit 
us online at www.hegehogstreet.org  

 

  

                                                
4 The report can be found here: HTTP://WWW.BRITISHHEDGEHOGS.ORG.UK/LEAFLETS/SOBH.PDF  
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FRANCE INTRODUCES NIGHT-TIME BAN ON LIGHTING 
Author: Stephen Kennett 

The French government has confirmed that it will force shops and commercial properties to 
switch off their lights at night in a bid to save energy and cut light pollution. The new 
measures, which were introduced by France’s minister for ecology, sustainable development 
and energy Delphine Batho, will come into force on July 1st this year. The ban applies to both 
interior lighting and the external lighting of building facades.  

Organizations must: turn off interior lighting in offices one hour after staff leave the premises; 
switch lighting in shop windows and commercial premises off between 1 am and 7 am; and 
turn façade lighting off no later than 1 am. It is expected this move will save around 2 TWh 
per year of energy – equivalent to the electricity consumption of around 750,000 households 
– and save 250,000 tonnes of CO2 a year. 

There are exceptions to the new law including holidays and Christmas illuminations and 
certain tourist attractions 

“What’s interesting is it’s the first real move from the government towards a public statement 
on energy efficiency,’ said French lighting consultant, Christophe Richon of LuxFit. ‘On the 
other hand, the Syndicat de L’Éclairage (the French lighting association) has issued a 
statement that says [2TWh] is only about 10 per cent of the low-hanging fruit; because if the 
government asked businesses to implement controls instead, you’d get much higher 
savings.” 

The Syndicat de L’Éclairage believes the government’s savings measure of 2TWh a year for 
the night ban is too optimistic and calculates a lower saving of 0.5TWh. However, they go on 
to say that lighting controls used day and night could save 16TWh. 

[This is of course great news for wildlife which gets thoroughly confused by near constant 
levels of light in modern urban environments - see Buglife’s 2011 report5 - Steve H.] 

BIG LOTTERY SCHEME PUTS VOLUNTEERS AT HEART 
OF PARKS 
 
Vital green spaces across England that are at risk of decline due to significant funding cuts 
are to be supported through a Lottery backed Love Parks' Project, announced in February. 
Big Lottery Fund (BIG) is awarding £416,450 to GreenSpace’s ‘Love Parks’ project which will 
see a nationwide network of trained volunteers created to help conserve parks and green 
spaces up and down the country.  
 
NHS evidence6 shows that an estimated £2.1bn could be saved in healthcare costs if every 
household in the country had access to quality green space, yet recent research7 by parks 
charity GreenSpace indicates a 30 - 40% cut in spending on green space in some areas. 

                                                
5
WWW.BUGLIFE.ORG.UK/RESOURCES/BUGLIFE/IMPACT%20OF%20ARTIFICIAL%20LIGHT%20ON%20INVERTEBRATES_DOCX

.PDF  
6 HTTP://NHSFOREST.ORG/EVIDENKKCE  
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In light of this, ‘Love Parks’ will work to empower communities to become confident local 
champions at the heart of protecting, conserving and improving their local green space. 
Training, resources and networking will equip volunteer groups across England with the 
knowledge they need to work with their local managing authorities and on challenges ahead, 
such as declining standards, loss of facilities or reduced commitment to maintaining activity 
programmes. 
 
Nat Sloane, England Chair of the Big Lottery Fund says: “Public parks are vital places which 
bring significant health and wellbeing benefits but we are experiencing hard times and as a 
result of this the vast majority are facing significant reductions in funding. The grant awarded 
to GreenSpace today not only demonstrates BIG’s commitment to support unique and 
innovative community projects in England but also our ongoing commitment in this area. We 
hope that this project will ensure that parks are still there for the next generation to benefit 
from and enjoy by bringing whole communities closer together and giving them the tools they 
need to protect their local green space.” 
 
To date, community involvement has made a substantial contribution to the improvement of 
green space with an estimated half a million volunteers working in up to 4,000 community 
groups, improving their local environment and reclaiming neglected green space. But in spite 
of this large number, access to training and knowledge has been limited. The funding from 
the Big Lottery Fund will enable GreenSpace to support and grow their existing Community 
Network and create a new training and knowledge share programme, building a movement 
of more influential and effective volunteers. 
 
The launch of GreenSpace’s ‘Love Parks’ project marks the start of their Love Parks Week 
campaign, which aims to raise awareness of parks by encouraging people to organise and 
attend events during the first week of the summer holidays (27th July – 4th August 2013). 
Last year the campaign saw 1.4 million people enjoying over 1,200 events across the week; 
showcasing a vast range of park activities and the benefit of quality, local green space. 
  
For more information, visit www.loveparksweek.org.uk 
. 
Some interesting facts about parks: 
• NHS supporting evidence on the importance of green space and health  
• Environmental volunteering, including tree planting, can be as effective as aerobics in 

improving fitness. 
• People living closer to green spaces are more physically active and less likely to be 

overweight or obese than people living furthest from public parks who are 27% more 
likely to be overweight or obese.  

• People who live within 500 metres of accessible green space are 24% more likely to 
meet the recommended levels of physical activity. 

• In England people living closer to green space have lower death rates and less heart 
disease. 

                                                                                                                                                  
7 Research from the GreenSpace report: ‘Impact of the Comprehensive Spending Review 2011/2012’ which can 
be accessed at: HTTP://WWW.GREEN-SPACE.ORG.UK/CSRSURVEY/   
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The project is looking for Case Studies and is keen to hear from community groups who 
have an inspiring story to tell... 

• Maybe you and your group are achieving great things 
• Or you know of a dedicated, inspirational volunteer 
• Or you have had a positive, rewarding experience from volunteering in a green space 
• Or are you an everyday person trying to save your local park or green space 

Your case studies will be used to generate media interest in parks and green spaces, whilst 
also feature in our e-zines and publications such as Green Places magazine. In return your 
space gets the exposure it deserves. If you are interested in completing a case study or 
finding out more information, PLEASE CONTACT US.    

 

RHS JOHN MACLEOD ANNUAL LECTURE – GARDENERS 
AND CLIMATE CHANGE 8 

Gardening in the UK has always been challenging due to variable weather, but further 
changes in our climate are not making thing easier according to the Met Office’s Chief 
Scientist. Professor Julia Slingo discussed the issues facing gardeners at the second John 
MacLeod Annual Lecture9, held in London. She explained how a trend towards milder 
weather is exposing plants to greater risks and higher incidences of heavy rainfall also poses 
a threat. 

However Professor Slingo says the biggest problem for gardeners remains the same: 
“Gardening in the UK has always been challenging because of our volatile climate and we 
have learned to work with it. That has always been the case and it will remain that way in the 
future,” she says. “However, we have already seen changes in our climate and we can 
expect more in the future. It’s fair to say gardening in the UK is getting that bit harder.” 
 
During the talk, Professor Slingo discussed how the growing season has extended by a 
month or more in parts of the UK, largely due to milder temperatures in February and March. 
This exposes plants to a higher risk from frosts during cold spells. The trend towards milder 
temperatures also means there are fewer frost days to kill off pests and diseases. While 
there is no sign of any changes in annual rainfall in the UK, there has been a higher number 
of days with extreme or heavy rain which mirrors a global trend. 

Although our climate will continue to change, Professor Slingo made it clear that domestic 
species can still thrive: “'Even with climate change, we will continue to experience the 
typically changeable conditions that the British Isles are so famous for. This means we’ll 
continue to see a lot of variability in our climate,” she says. “We expect the UK to be buffered 
from the worst of the warming in future due to changes in ocean circulation. Having said that 
many of our domestic plants are very resilient and I certainly wouldn’t rush out to plant cacti 
everywhere, as they probably won’t make it!” 

                                                
8 HTTP://WWW.RHS.ORG.UK/NEWS/GARDENING-AND-UK-WEATHER  
9 You can watch the lecture here: HTTP://WWW.RHS.ORG.UK/VIDEO/SCIENCE/JOHN-MACLEOD-LECTURE-VIDEO  
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John David, RHS Principle Scientist at the RHS, says: “Her lecture is particularly relevant as 
it is now 10 years since the report Gardening in the Global Greenhouse was jointly produced 
by the RHS, The National Trust and the UK Climate Impacts Programme. Much has 
changed since then and the RHS is about to start to update the report.” 

 
MOTHS SUFFER 40-YEAR CRASH 

The abundance of the UK’s larger moths 
has crashed during the past 40 years with 
three species becoming extinct in the last 
decade, a major scientific report reveals. 
The State of Britain’s Larger Moths 201310 
found that the Orange Upperwing, 
Bordered Gothic and Brighton Wainscot 
had all become extinct in the last 10 years; 
these follow the extinctions of an additional 
62 species during the 20th Century.  

The report by Butterfly Conservation and Rothamsted Research revealed that two-thirds of 
common and widespread larger species (macro-moths) declined in the last 40 years. The 
losses in abundance were much greater in the southern half of Britain than the north. Some 
once common garden species such as the V-moth, Garden Tiger and the Spinach have 
decreased by more than 90% from 1968-2007 and now face the real threat of extinction in 
the future. 

Ongoing habitat loss and the deteriorating condition of the countryside are believed to be the 
major factors behind these declines. The report is based on continuous records running from 
1968 to 2007 on common and widespread species. These records represent the longest 
running national population trends of insect species known anywhere in the world. 

Some two-thirds of the species recorded declined over the 40-year study, 37% of species 
decreased by at least 50%. In the southern half of Britain, larger moth populations 
decreased by an average of 43% in comparison to an average 11% decline in northern 
Britain. Total abundance of moths decreased by 40% in southern Britain but showed no 
overall change in the north, where declines of some moth species were balanced out by 
other moths faring well.  

The reason for the disparity between the two 
regions is likely to be due to higher levels of 
habitat loss in the south and the beneficial 
effect of climate warming on some moths in the 
north. Moths are key indicator species for 
assessing the health of the environment. These 
findings point strongly to a wider insect 

                                                
10 The full report can be found here HTTP://BUTTERFLY-CONSERVATION.ORG/FILES/STATE-OF-BRITAINS-LARGER-MOTHS-
2013-REPORT.PDF  

Elephant Hawk Moth 

Gothic Moth  
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biodiversity crisis and mirror declines of butterflies and bees and carabid beetles. The 
declines could have a knock-on effect for plant pollination and animals reliant on moths for 
food, such as garden and woodland birds, bats and small mammals. 

While moth populations have declined substantially in the last few decades, the period has 
also seen an unprecedented influx of new moth species to Britain. More than 100 species 
have been recorded for the first time in Britain this century and 27 species have colonised 
Britain from the year 2000 onwards. Climate change is seen as a major driver for these new 
colonisers as conditions become more suitable for continental species. 

Butterfly Conservation Surveys Manager and lead author of the new report, Richard Fox 
said: “This report paints a bleak picture about Britain’s biodiversity. Much has been made of 
the decline of butterflies and honey bees but moths represent the massive, but largely un-
noticed diversity of insects that form the vast majority of animal life in Britain. The severe 
declines of once common garden moths and overall decrease in moth abundance that we 
found are a damning indictment of how recent human activity has devastated our native 
wildlife.” 

Chris Packham, Butterfly Conservation 
Vice-president said: “Larger moths are key 
indicator species that let us know how our 
environment is faring in a period of 
unprecedented environmental change. 

As well as being important pollinators, 
moths are an absolutely vital cog in the 
food chain for other species such as birds 
and bats. The dramatic and ongoing loss of 

moth abundance highlighted in this report signals a potentially catastrophic loss of 
biodiversity in the British countryside.” 

David Brooks, an ecologist at Rothamsted Research who analysed the data, said: “This 
study highlights the value of long-term investment in monitoring of species populations, for 
discovering fundamental changes taking place in the ecology of the British landscape. The 
study would also not have been possible without the help of numerous volunteers and 
amateur naturalists, who increasingly make invaluable contributions to ecological research.” 

Top five losers and winners In terms of abundance 

 Losers  

1. V-moth Macaria wauaria 99% decrease 
2. Garden Dart Euxoa nigricans 98% decrease 
3. Double Dart Graphiphora augur  98% decrease 
4. Dusky Thorn Ennomos fuscantaria  98% decrease 
5. Hedge Rustic Tholera cespitis 97% decrease  

 

Swallowtail Moth 
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 Winners   

1. Least Carpet Idaea rusticata 74,684% increase 
2. Blair’s Shoulder-knot Lithophane leautieri 7,878% increase 
3. Treble Brown Spot Idaea trigeminata 4,312% increase 
4. Buff Footman Eilema depressa 3,884% increase 
5. Scarce Footman Eilema complana 3,590% increase 

 

OPEN SPACES TO LOSE DEMOCRATIC PROTECTION 

The government proposes to remove democratic protection from open spaces threatened 
with compulsory purchase. The Open Spaces Society is urging members of the House of 
Lords to oppose clause 22 because it puts open spaces everywhere at risk.  

At present, when a local authority or statutory undertaker seeks a development consent 
order which involves the compulsory purchase of open space, either it must provide suitable 
land in exchange or the order is subject to the consent of parliament under special 
parliamentary procedure (SPP).  

This is in recognition of the special qualities and value of open space. The Growth Bill says 
that when there is no suitable land to give in exchange for the open space, or the exchange 
land is too expensive, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government may 
himself decide that the order need not be subject to SPP, thus circumventing parliament. 

Open space is defined as ‘any land … used for the purposes of public recreation’, in other 
words the many thousands of acres of countryside which were painstakingly mapped under 
the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, and the hundreds of sites which people enjoy 
by custom for informal recreation. Says Lord Faulkner of Worcester, who is calling for clause 
22 to be removed from the Growth Bill: ‘I am concerned that this provision will result in 
significantly less parliamentary scrutiny on planning matters which have a direct impact on 
people’s lives. Open spaces are cherished by local people and should not be taken for some 
other purpose without either suitable land being given in exchange or the plans being 
subject to parliament’s scrutiny.’ 

In what the Open Spaces Society describes as a spiteful move against local volunteers, the 
government now proposes to deny the two-month grace period before it drops the guillotine 
on applications to register development-land as village greens. 

The Growth and Infrastructure Bill, currently in the House of Lords, will prevent local people 
from applying to register land as greens if it is earmarked for development.  The Bill allows a 
two-month grace period after royal assent.  Now, at the last minute, the government wants to 
amend it so that there is no grace period and the ban on greens applications takes effect as 
soon as the Bill is passed. 

Says Kate Ashbrook, our general secretary: ‘This is a small-minded antithesis of the so-
called Big Society.  It is grossly unfair to introduce such a significant change at this late 
stage, when nothing has occurred to justify it.  Communities have assumed that they have 
two months after royal assent in which to submit their applications to register land as 
greens.  Now they may not have time to do this. 
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‘There has been no consultation or discussion about this early commencement of the greens 
measures.  The government has a national stakeholder group to advise it on greens but it 
has not bothered to consult the group about the change.  The government has deliberately 
left this change to the last minute in order to appease its friends the developers.’ 

Find out more by visiting HTTP://WWW.OSS.ORG.UK. 

 

Parks round table - A common vision 
Author: Jez Abbott 

Green-space leaders met recently at 
Horticulture Week's offices to discuss 
the creation of a co-ordinated cross-
sector alliance and vision for urban 
parks to ensure their future. 

The professionals met at the Parks 
Leadership Round Table, hosted by 
Horticulture Week, in a bid to bring a 
more unified voice and vision to a 
sector that is suffering from its third 
year of devastating budget cuts. 
Stressing the urgency of the task as 
yet more green spaces face the threat 

of the complete loss of maintenance services, HW editor Kate Lowe said thanks to the 
presence of so many key figures there was the potential to take significant steps forward. 

Lowe said we face a perfect storm of vanishing budgets and dwindling skilled front-line staff. 
Exacerbating those challenges are two interdependent factors. Firstly, the absence at a 
national level of any department, group or function with a watching brief. Secondly, the need 
for a single lobbying voice to represent parks and the very diverse range of professional, 
environmental and third-sector groups that support them. 

Environmentalist and broadcaster Professor Chris Baines, a passionate supporter of parks 
and one of the original champions of CABE Space, which was an early victim of the austerity 
measures, facilitated the first meeting of the Parks Leadership Round Table. He said: "Parks 
are still celebrating the patronage that led to their creation through philanthropists. But we've 
lost that completely. There are very few examples of the nouveau riches donating to parks, 
yet where did all the professional footballers grow up?  - in parks." 

Baines matched this missed opportunity with the sector's failure to tap into cash from health 
or environmental sectors despite the proven benefits of green spaces in the fight against 
illness, stress and obesity - and the effects of trees and parks on city cooling and rain run-off 
absorption. "We are seeing major societal change. Where can children go to do pond 
dipping or climb trees? Gardens, parks and school grounds are the only places left with a 
fighting chance of giving children a one-to-one with a hairy caterpillar." 

Environmental Adviser and Forum Patron 
Professor Chris Baines: image: HW  
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He continued: "People are concerned on welfare and the care of their children. Yet we are 
talking of reductions of staff levels in the one part of the public realm where parents feel their 
children can go for these experiences." But he warned the round table to avoid the pitfall of 
"just agonising on how grim it is". There is a sense of optimism about the role of parks while 
the lottery has made a difference to quality and the importance of having parks managers on 
site is now well recognised. 

"You need to think who do you know who is not in this room or the parks community but in 
health, energy consumption or child welfare that has some level of influence? We need to 
establish who those people are. If we can do that, we have achieved something," said 
Baines. "Maybe there's a champion or ambassador in this room who can help build 
communication and relationships. In some ways, our prospects are better than they have 
ever been - we have a better handle on why parks are great for modern UK society." 

The need to reach out to other sectors was echoed by many of the round table. One said: 
"Ultimately, we are saying we need to campaign, to get messages through, but (the question 
is) to whom? The easy answer is central government but would it be more effective to target 
local authority and community? That depends on what your proposition is." 

Another participant said a strategic overview is critical to success: "A clear strategic 
approach can knit together all the strands linking green spaces with health, crime, access 
and quality." 

One round table member warned that presenting politicians with a balancing act between 
parks, housing and other areas risks landing yourself in a "Hobson's choice scenario". He 
suggested more "complementarity" is needed: "When I had to present options to a council 
chief executive, I knew little about housing, leisure, health, sustainability or climate change. 
But I realised something linked them all. If you can get that link and bring about 
complementarity, you can engage people at higher levels on issues of strategy and tactics. 
That could take parks to a different level." 

Another round table participant gave examples of cities that have successfully launched 
strategies to meet aggressive sustainability targets, such as a "greener and greater" plan for 
New York's spaces and buildings. Copenhagen, meanwhile, focused on a green city plan, 
and such regionally strong policy echoed recent proposals to shift leadership from 
Westminster to regional and city leaders.. 

Commenting on the event, co-sponsor Sid Sullivan said: "It was impressive that so many of 
the UK's senior and cross-sector leaders were supportive of forming an alliance to lobby 
decision makers about the positive contribution that parks make and to ensure this campaign 
is given a high priority within their own organisations' efforts." 

The round table will meet again in three months' time. Contributions to and comments on the 
initiative are invited and can be sent via email to parksleadership@haymarket.com. 
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GARDEN CENTRES REMOVE 'BUG KILLERS' BLAMED 
FOR BEE DECLINE 
Author: Jez Abbott 
 
Pesticides blamed for killing bees have been removed from the shelves of Britain's biggest 
gardening chains, prompting calls for similar chemicals widely-used on farms to be banned.  

 
Neonicotinoids, a family of pesticides, have been linked to bee decline in a series of 
scientific papers11. After studying the evidence, Homebase, B&Q and Wickes took the 
decision to remove two popular bug killers containing neonicotinoids.  

Campaigners, who claim that the pesticides are responsible for the recent collapse in bee 
numbers, welcomed the move. But Lord Peter Melchett, Policy Director at the Soil 
Association, questioned why other garden centres are allowed to carry on selling products 
containing neonicotinoids. He also pointed out that neonicotinoids are used on three 
quarters of the oilseed rape crop in Britain, as well as wheat and barley.  

 “A recent EFSA (European Food Safety Authority) report labels neonicotinoids as an 
'unacceptable' danger to bees, which we think means they should not be on sale to the 
general public at all,” he said.  

“A recent report commissioned by the pesticide industry shows that neonicotinoids are now 
very widely used in UK agriculture, and that must stop.”  
                                                
11 HTTP://WWW.TELEGRAPH.CO.UK/EARTH/WILDLIFE/9173586/PESTICIDES-HARMING-BEE-POPULATIONS-RESEARCHERS-
SUGGEST.HTML  

Neonicotinoids chemicals could be harmful for bees Photo: PA 
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Andrew Pendleton, head of campaigns at Friends of the Earth, said there should be a ban 
on the three kinds of neonicotinoids - clothianidin, imidacloprid and thiamethoxam - identified 
by the EFSA as a possible risk to bees. “We’re delighted stores are withdrawing these 
pesticides. Other retailers must follow suit and take action to protect our bees,” he said.  

“The spotlight now falls on the UK Government. Ministers must help safeguard our bees by 
immediately suspending the three pesticides identified by European food safety scientists - 
and ensuring farmers have safe alternatives. Declining bee numbers are a real threat to food 
production.”  

However Dr Chris Hartfield, National Farmers Union, lead on bee health, said there is no 
evidence neonicotinoids are responsible for a decline in bees. He pointed out that farmers 
are more likely to use chemical correctly to protect bees, for example by avoiding floweing 
crops, than amateur gardeners.  

The UK govermnent's advisory committee on pesticides is currently examining new evidence 
of harm to bees from the use of certain commonly used insecticides, with a view to 
recommending possible changes to the current regulatory regime governing their use. B&Q 
said it was removing the one product on its shelves that contains one of these 
neonicotinoids: Bayer’s lawn grub killer.  

“We have been watching the debate that is developing about the use of pesticides, in 
particular neonicotinoids, and their potential effect on the UK bee population. Whilst we 
believe that the vast majority of pesticides are not injurious to bees when used in 
accordance with the instructions, we have some concerns about the potential for harm to be 
caused by the unintentional misuse of products containing imidacloprid. In recent years, this 
active ingredient has been phased out of many retail products, and we currently sell only one 
garden insecticide that uses this active. As a result of our assessment, we have decided to 
withdraw it from sale and are investigating alternative treatments to meet customer needs,” 
said a spokesman. Wickes and Homebase have also removed the lawn grub killer.  

A Defra spokesman said: “Commercial decisions are a matter for individual businesses. We 
have carried out extensive research into the impact of neonicotinoids on bees and are 
waiting for the imminent results of field studies carried out by Fera. This research will be 
examined by the independent Advisory Committee on Pesticides and their advice on the 
evidence will be considered by Ministers. If it is concluded that restrictions on the use of 
neonicotinoids are necessary, they will be brought in.”  

However, Forum Trustee Becky Groves points out that “the only two products that they seem 
to have taken off are two of the less popular products and not the big sellers which are still 
bee unfriendly.” Forum Trustee’s Ken Thompson and Andy Salisbury agree. “Although the 
pesticides in question are a worry, the main problem with honeybees remains the mite 
parasite Varroa and habitat change (particularly modern farming practices) if any 
agrochemical group is to blame for bee decline it is herbicides removing floral diversity from 
farmland. To me blaming pesticides diverts attention - the example of Australia is a case in 
point - they use lots of neonicotinoids and have healthy bee populations - the difference is 
the lack of Varroa,” says Andy. 
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CLARE LAUNCHES LONDON AMPHIBIAN AND ATLAS 
AND REPTILE ATLAS 
Author: John W. Wilkinson 
 
The first ever Atlas of London’s Amphibians and Reptiles was released on Friday 20th July at 
a Press Launch to celebrate the achievements of the CLARE (Connecting London’s 
Amphibian and Reptile Environments) Project.  

CLARE was a collaborative partnership between ARC, London Wildlife Trust, GiGL 
(Greenspace Information for Greater London) and London’s Amphibian and Reptile Group 
(ARG - check out the very cool LARG logo, by the way!12) with funding from the Heritage 
Lottery Fund. The ARGs from counties surrounding London were also involved. CLARE’s 
aims were to raise awareness of the fact that there really are amphibians and reptiles in 
London and that their conservation there depends on more and better knowledge of them. 
So a central goal was to get more people involved in herpetofauna (amphibian and reptile)  
recording in London and the atlas is a key product.  

                                                
12 A toad doing a King Kong on the Elizabeth (Big Ben) Tower at Westminster. 
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There is an online atlas available13 and hardcopies will be supplied to London Boroughs, 
libraries etc.  

Distribution maps highlight areas where more recording needs to be carried out as well as 
important areas that could be linked together to help create more robust populations. During 
the course of the project, several training events covering identification, survey and habitat 
management were carried out by ARC staff.  

Work to record, reconnect and protect our herpetofauna is particularly important in the 
context of the threats currently faced in areas such as London, where development pressure 
can be particularly high and habitats are already very fragmented.  

 

TRAFFIC NOISE DRIVING SONGBIRDS TO THE LIMIT IN 
CITIES14     
Author: Mark Kinver 
 
More than half of the world's population lives in urban areas, which is having an impact on 
wildlife. The rising level of noise in urban areas may be preventing some species of 
songbirds from setting up home in developed areas, a study has concluded. 

Canadian researchers15 found that noisy surroundings masked the lower frequencies of bird 
songs, affecting the way some species communicated. Unable to hear all elements of a 
song, females could perceive singing males as ill-suited mates. 

                                                
13 HTTP://WWW.GIGL.ORG.UK/OURDATASETS/LARA/TABID/217/DEFAULT.ASPX 
14 WWW.BBC.CO.UK/NEWS/SCIENCE-ENVIRONMENT-21716030  

Slowworm ( Anguis fragilis) 
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"There has been a growing interest in preserving or increasing the biodiversity of songbirds 
in urban areas," explained co-author Darren Proppe.  

"At the same time we know that these areas have pretty high levels of anthropogenic noise.”  

Dr Proppe, now based at Calvin College, US, but carried out the study while based at the 
University of Alberta, added: "We sometimes find areas within cities that have what seems 
like suitable habitat, yet we get lower diversity (of songbirds). "So we wanted to investigate 
the hypothesis that there was link between bird diversity and noise levels." 

 In order to do this, the team surveyed 
species at 113 sites in natural areas within 
the city of Edmonton.  

"What we found was that the number of 
species we had at each location tended to 
be lower when noise levels were higher," Dr 
Proppe observed. "The decrease in species 
richness was one of the study's major 
findings." 

He said that the study also focused on 
seven species that did inhabit the area to 
see if their abundance was affected as the 
urban noise increased. 

The species that were selected met a 
number of criteria, including: relatively 
common across the study area; forest or 
forest-edge dwelling; some elements of the 
species' songs overlapped by the dominant 
frequencies of road noise. 

"What we found is that three of the species did have lower abundances in locations that 
were noisier," Dr Proppe explained. He added that the team did find that the presence of 
lower frequency elements in a song was predictive of whether a species' abundance would 
be affected by noise. 

"This potentially could be down to the fact that those lower frequencies could be overlapped 
by the dominant frequencies of road noise, which also tend to be fairly low, resulting in a 
masking of communication between birds. We certainly know that birdsong and the 
perception of songs by females for mate selection, so in the paper we did speculate that 
maybe this was a mechanism these observed declines were occurring." 

He suggested that females may perceive the song as abnormal if they could not hear the 
lower frequencies and, over a period of time, this could have a potential impact on the 

                                                                                                                                                  
15 HTTP://ONLINELIBRARY.WILEY.COM/DOI/10.1111/GCB.12098/ABSTRACT  

Noisy but otherwise suitable habitats 
could be overlooked by songbirds  
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abundance of the species as if adults were not pairing and mating then the number of 
offspring would decrease as a result. 

UK BANS SALE OF FIVE INVASIVE NON-NATIVE AQUATIC 
PLANTS 16 
Author: Mark Kinver 

Five species of invasive non-native aquatic 
plants are to be banned from sale, the UK 
government has announced. In the first ban 
of its kind, officials hope the move will save 
money and help protect vulnerable habitats. 

Environment Minister Richard Benyon said 
tackling the impact of invasive species 
costs £1.7bn each year. The plants to be 
banned from April 2014 are water fern, 
parrot's feather, floating pennywort, water 
primrose and Australian swamp stonecrop. 

"Tough laws to curb the sale of these plants 
could save the country millions of pounds 
as well as protecting wildlife such as fish 
and native plants," Mr Benyon said. "But as 
well as saving money and protecting wildlife 
the ban will also help maintain access to 
rivers and lakes for anglers and watersport 
fans." 

A Defra spokesman told BBC News that it was the first time that non-native plants have 
been banned from sale in England. He added that the UK action was distinct from existing 
European Union safeguards that prohibit organisms harmful to native plants17 from entering 
the 27-nation bloc. 

The plants have been listed in the Wildlife and Countryside Act 198118, but it was only illegal 
to dump the plants into the wild.  

The Non-Native Species Secretariat19 (NNSS) described invasive species as plants that had 
been introduced (deliberately or accidentally) by humans since the last ice age, which were 
having a detrimental impact on the economy, wildlife or habitats of Britain. It added that a 
recent study carried out in England showed that there were 2,721 non-native species living 

                                                
16 HTTP://WWW.BBC.CO.UK/NEWS/SCIENCE-ENVIRONMENT-21232108  
17 HTTP://EUROPA.EU/LEGISLATION_SUMMARIES/FOOD_SAFETY/PLANT_HEALTH_CHECKS/F85001_EN.HTM  
18 HTTP://ARCHIVE.DEFRA.GOV.UK/WILDLIFE-PETS/WILDLIFE/MANAGEMENT/NON-NATIVE/DOCUMENTS/SCHEDULE9-LIST.PDF 
19 HTTPS://SECURE.FERA.DEFRA.GOV.UK/NONNATIVESPECIES/HOME/INDEX.CFM  

Floating pennywort, one of the species to be 
banned, can grow up to 20cm (8in) per day  
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in England, of which the majority (1,798 or 66%) were plants. A report in 2000 in Scotland 
found a minimum of 988 species, of which 70% were plants, it observed. 

Defra said that the plants listed in the ban have been sold and planted in garden ponds but 
have escaped into the wild, overwhelming native species. Because the plants had no natural 
controls in the habitat, there was little to limit the spread of the plants. As a result, the plants 
formed dense mats in water, depleting oxygen and light availability, causing declines in the 
numbers of fish and other aquatic species.  

As well as being a threat to native species, the NNSS said invasive non-native aquatic weed 
plants also contributed to increased flood risk and damaged structures such as bridges. 
"We've recommended retailers not to sell these five plant species, in some instances, for at 
least a decade," said Keith Davenport, chief executive of the Ornamental Aquatic Trade 
Association. "So this is welcome news from Defra, making it very clear there is now a ban in 
place. We will continue to actively encourage our members to support the Be Plant Wise 
campaign20." 

Chris John, national ecologist at the Canal & River Trust, described the ban as the correct 
decision. "Our waterways are unique wildlife corridors, home to huge variety of animals and 
plants, to which non-native invasives can cause all sorts of problems," he told BBC News. 
"They grow rapidly, choking up canals and rivers, which affects some of our best wildlife 
spots and creates problems with navigation. As a charity, we spend a considerable amount 
of time and effort managing these outbreaks and the ban on sale will help reduce the chance  

The ban means that all retailers will now have to stop selling these plants or face a fine of up 
to £5,000 and possibly up to six months in prison. Although details of the ban have been 
announced now, it will not come into force until next spring to give retailers enough notice to 
conform to the new measures and identify and stock alternative plants.  

  

                                                
20 HTTPS://SECURE.FERA.DEFRA.GOV.UK/NONNATIVESPECIES/BEPLANTWISE/  
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WINTER BUMBLEBEES ACHIEVE HIGH FORAGING RATES 
IN URBAN BRITAIN 
This piece is an abridged version of the research paper by Stelzer et al. in PLoS One March 
201021. 

Foraging bumblebees are normally associated with spring and summer in northern Europe. 
However, there have been sightings of the bumblebee Bombus terrestris during the warmer 
winters in recent years in southern England.  

To test if urban areas in the UK provide a rich foraging niche for bees a study by Stelzer et 
al. set up colonies of B. terrestris in the field during two late winter periods (2005/6 & 2006/7) 
in London, UK, and measured their foraging performance. Fully automatic radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) technology was used in 2006/7 to enable us to record the complete 
foraging activity of individually tagged bees.  

The number of bumblebees present during winter (October 2007 to March 2008) and the 
main plants they visited were also recorded during transect walks. Queens and workers 
were observed throughout the winter, suggesting a second generation of bee colonies active 
during the winter months. Mass flowering shrubs such as Mahonia spp. and other cultivated 
winter-flowering plants were identified as important food resources which promote colony 
fitness. The foraging experiments showed that bees active during the winter can attain 
nectar and pollen foraging rates that match, and even surpass, those recorded during 
summer. In fact, the foraging rates recorded towards the end of winter were in the top of the 
range of values recorded in other studies during summer  

The consistently high nectar and pollen foraging rates observed during the late winter 
experiments clearly resulted from bees being able to collect large quantities of nectar and 
pollen quickly. The most likely explanation for this is that bees were able to exploit rich food 
sources close to their nest location. 

During winter, competition should be significantly lower than during spring and summer as 
few, if any, pollinators are active. This is especially true for bees, although honeybees (Apis 
mellifera) can be seen occasionally on very warm days, but typically not at temperatures 
below 10oC22. Thus, B. terrestris would need to visit fewer flowers per trip to collect sufficient 
pollen and nectar as it would encounter previously unvisited flowers more frequently than 
bees in the summer. 

Although the data gathered from a small number of colonies during the end of the winter 
represent only preliminary findings, they show that exotic garden plants in warm urban winter 
climates clearly provide a niche for pollinators, which now seems to be exploited by B. 
terrestris. Observations of winter active B. terrestris throughout southern Britain show that 
this phenomenon is not restricted to London, although bees appear to be dependent upon 
cultivated plants in the absence of native winter flowering plants.  

                                                
21 HTTP://WWW.PLOSONE.ORG/ARTICLE/INFO%3ADOI%2F10.1371%2FJOURNAL.PONE.0009559  
22 Heinrich B (1979) Thermoregulation of African and European honeybees during foraging, attack, and hive 
exits and returns. J Exp Biol 80: 61–72. 
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It is possible that other pollinator species will follow suit, which in combination with milder 
winters might relax selection pressure on native plants to flower in the spring/summer period, 
precipitating further changes in the phenology of pollination systems. Further studies over 
the whole winter period are necessary to examine this change in pollinator phenology in 
more detail and to reveal if this change is a response of native bumblebees to climate 
change or if a possible hybridisation with commercially imported B. t. dalmatinus, which 
naturally have an autumn/winter generation23,24,25, also plays a role. 

DISCOVER YOUR GARDEN’S WILDLIFE POTENTIAL 
Author: Anna Parry 

Biodiversity Gardens is a 2-year HLF project 
promoting wildlife gardening and species 
recording in the London Borough of Sutton.  

This spring, the project has created the 
opportunity for avid gardeners and nature 
enthusiasts alike to meet with experts from 
local and national conservation bodies at their 
Garden Wildlife Showcase.  

This free event takes place on Saturday 27th 
April from 1-4.30pm and offers an innovative 
afternoon of activities and talks from 
organisations such as the Wildlife Trust’s, 
RSPB and the RHS to help people discover 
the fantastic wildlife found in their gardens, 
and also how to attract their favourite animals - 
including frogs, newts and hedgehogs. 

The project hopes to attract a wide audience and is open to anyone aged 8+. If you know of 
someone, or a group of people, who would be interested then please feel free to download 
the poster HERE. Cllr Jill Whitehead, Chair of the Environment and Neighbourhood 
Committee said: "As a green borough, Sutton is home to a huge number of wonderful 
creatures, some of which we see daily, while others most of us don't realise are there. We 
want people to enjoy spending time in their gardens and enjoy the wildlife that share the 
space we all live in." 

The Showcase will also be displaying the winning photographs from the Garden Wildlife 
Photography Competition26. There is still time to enter and full guidelines can be found at 
WWW.SNCV.ORG.UK under Biodiversity Gardens. 12 prizes are on offer and each winning 

                                                
23 Ings TC, Raine NE, Chittka L (2005) Mating preference in the commercially imported bumblebee 
species Bombus terrestris in Britain (Hymenoptera: Apidae). Entomol Gen 28: 233–238. 
24 Gürel F, Gösterit A, Eren O (2008) Life cycle and foraging patterns of native Bombus terrestris (L.). 
(Hymenoptera: Apidae) in the Mediterranean region. Insect Soc 55: 123–128. 
25 Yeninar H, Duchateau MJ, Kaftanoğlu O, Velthuis H (2000) Colony developmental patterns in different local 
populations of the Turkish bumble bee, Bombus terrestris dalmatinus. J Apic Res 39: 107–116. 
26 HTTP://SUTTONNATURE.WORDPRESS.COM/BIODIVERSITYGARDENS/PHOTOGRAPHY-COMPETITION/  

Hedgehog rescued from a garden 
strimmer by Riverside Animal Centre 
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photo will be included in the project’s Garden Wildlife Calendar, involving local schools and 
community groups, which will be released later this year. 

Alongside a busy schedule of events, the project offers a variety of introductory ‘Biodiversity 
Skills’ workshops. Their 2013 schedule has included fruit-tree grafting, hedgelaying and bird-
box building and the next free workshop –Spiders For Beginners – is being held at Sutton 
Ecology Centre on Saturday 25th May from 10-3pm and includes a free lunch. 

Booking is essential for all events. Please visit HTTP://TINYURL.COM/SHOWCASEBOOKING or 
email BIODIVERSITY@SUTTON.GOV.UK. 

GARDEN SURVEY INITIATIVE 
Later this year, the Biodiversity Gardens project is conducting free Phase 1 walkovers of 
private gardens in Sutton. In 2012 the project’s team of voluntary surveyors visited over 20 
private gardens and 10 community greenspaces (such as schools, sheltered housing estates 
and churchyards). Each resident receives a garden report detailing what was found and why, 
and recommendations to improve their garden for wildlife. If you have a couple of hours to 
spare, and have a good local knowledge of both native and non-native garden plants, then 
please get in touch by emailing ANNA.PARRY@SUTTON.GOV.UK. 

Male brimstone feeding.  The leaf -like appearance on the underside of the wings is us ed 
for camouflage when hibernating amongst holly, ivy or bramble leaves in the winter.  

 


